
Historical Racism and Discrimination:

Newark Riots of 1967

Newark, a port city in New Jersey founded by Puritans in 1666, possessed a strong Black

community for much of its history, yet this community existed outside of the White public

sphere. This Black community published their own newspapers, participated in their own

ceremonies, and formed their own societies, creating a distinct circle separate from the White

population (Mumford, 2007, p. 17). Throughout many periods of the long Civil Rights

movement, White citizens of Newark vigorously resisted Black American integration in their

city, maintaining societal segregation (Mumford, 2007, p. 18). In 1883, the City of Newark

passed legislation prohibiting segregation in hotels, restaurants, and transportation, yet what

could have been sweeping and unprecedented reform of 19th century Civil Rights policy was

ultimately undermined when consecutive policies for equal protection and education were

blatantly disregarded by White Newarkers (Mumford, 2007, p. 19). The culture of Jim Crow was

alive and well in a city that saw neighborhoods of many different demographics tightly

compacted next to each other (Mumford, 2007, p. 22).

The Great Migration, which resulted in 1.2 million Black Southerners heading North due

to World War I labor shortages, was emphasized by ambitious recruitment and enthusiasm for a

new place (Mumford, 2007, p. 20). According to demographers Lieberson and Wilkinson, the

migrating Black Southerners did find some success in the economic opportunities of the North,

with an inconsequential difference between the incomes of Black native Northerners and

themselves (Lieberson & Wilkinson, 1976, p. 209). Overall, northern cities offered Black

Americans economic opportunities unavailable in much of the South—indeed, many migrated to

northern cities during and after World War I and World War II when employers faced a shortage



of workers. Overall, however, Black Newarkers were confined to what one observer called "the

meanest and dirtiest jobs,” (Sugrue, 2008, p. 12).

Integration continued to spread throughout the Central Ward of Newark (otherwise

known as the heart of the city, and predominantly black), and into the South, West, and North

Wards, with the North Wards containing a large Italian migrant population (Mumford, 2007, p.

62). By 1961, the Civil Rights movement officially entered Newark, with the Freedom Riders,

Civil Rights activists from the South, congregating in Newark’s Military Park before continuing

their journey to other Southern states (Mumford, 2007, p. 78).

The Newark Riots of 1967

Six years later, the inciting incident of the Newark Riots would be the arrest and

subsequent beating of cab driver John William Smith at the hands of White police officers

(Mumford, 2007, p. 98). According to those living in apartments that face the Fourth Precinct

Station House, they were able to see Smith being dragged in through the precinct doors. As

recounted in the Kerner Commission, “Within a few minutes, at least two civil rights leaders

received calls from a hysterical woman declaring a cab driver was being beaten by the police.

When one of the persons at the station notified the cab company of Smith's arrest, cab drivers all

over the city began learning of it over their cab radios,” (Report of the National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968, p. 33). After the police refused to negotiate with civil

rights leaders representing a mob that formed outside, the crowd was dispersed by force, and

reports of looting came in not long after. The Newark riots had begun, and they would end up

being the most destructive race riot amongst the forty riots that occurred since Watts two years

earlier (Reeves, 1967). The violence, looting, and firebombing became so severe that units of

both State Police and National Guardsmen were sent into the Central Ward to lay siege to the city



(Reeves, 1967). According to newspaper articles written about the riots, “Scores of Negroes were

taken into custody, although the police said that 75 had been arrested...the injured in the

hundreds...more than 100 persons had been treated [in hospital] alone,” (Reeves, 1967).

Additionally, “A physician at Newark City Hospital said four persons had been admitted there

with gunshot wounds...stabbed or struck by rocks, bottles, and bricks,” (Carroll, 1967)

showcasing that police violence during the Newark riots was indiscriminate, racially charged,

and often fatal (Bergeson, 1982, p. 265). The initiating events in Newark would spread to other

major urban centers in New Jersey in the week following the riots, with varying degrees of

severity. Understanding the history of Newark, the inciting events of these riots, and the progress

of these riots is key to uncovering Newark’s and, in a broader sense, New Jersey’s role in the

Civil Rights movement.

Lasting Effects on the City of Newark

Twenty-six people died during the Newark riots, most of whom were Black residents of

the city, and over 700 people were injured or hospitalized during the riots. The property damage

resulting from the looting and fires valued at over ten million dollars, and spaces still exist where

buildings once stood (Rojas & Atkinson, 2017). The long-term physical and psychological

effects of the riots on the people of Newark and on the reputation of the city itself cannot be

understated (Rojas & Atkinson, 2017). Beyond the pain and grief caused by the loss of life and

property, the riots represented a paradigm shift for Newark as a city. The eruptive violence in the

city streets was perhaps the final nail in the coffin arranged by systemic racism, as Newark’s

reputation as a dangerous city plagued by violence and corruption solidified in the minds of its

former White residents and White generations long after (Rojas & Atkinson, 2017). As a result,

the entrenched Black communities of Newark found themselves losing tax revenue and job



opportunities quickly. The disadvantages that came from the riots and their causes only further

incentivized White families to keep their tax dollars and children as far away from Newark as

possible; this also occurred during a time in which taxes for police, fire, and medical services

were being increased to compensate emergency departments for their involvement in the riots

(Treadwell, 1992). Areas such as Springfield Avenue, once a highly commercialized street, were

turned into abandoned, boarded up-buildings, further contributing to Newark’s negative

reputation (Treadwell, 1992). What once were public housing projects, well lived-in homes, and

family businesses remain vacant and crumbling, if not already demolished from the looting and

fires fifty years ago which much of Newark did not rebuild (Treadwell, 1992). Even church

buildings which once conveyed a sense of openness to all of the public are lined with fences and

barbed-wire to prevent looting and vandalism (Treadwell, 1992). The riots did lead to Black and

Latino Americans vying for political positions that previously belonged to the White population,

ushering in the election of the first Black mayor and first Black city council members in Newark

in 1970 (Treadwell, 1992). Despite Black Americans gaining some control politically, the

Central Ward still lacked economic and social renewal, with any efforts towards regenerating

Newark failing to undo the larger effects of the riots of 1967 (Treadwell, 1992). Any of the

limited economic development that did occur was largely restricted to “White areas”, such as

downtown Newark, as opposed to the Black communities (“50 Years Later,” 2017). Larry

Hamm, appointed to the Board of Education at 17 years old by Newark’s first Black mayor,

expounds on the economic disparity between Black and White Newarkers, with “dynamism

[prevalent] downtown, and poverty in the neighborhoods,” (Hampson, 2017). Fifty years after

the riots, police brutality remains a constant for Black Newarkers, with a 2016 investigation into

the Newark police department finding that officers were still making illegal and illegitimate



arrests, often using excessive force and retaliatory actions against the Black population (“50

Years Later,” 2017). A city with a large Black population, one third of Newark residents remain

below the poverty line, with Newark residents only representing one fifth of the city’s jobs

(Hampson, 2017). Despite the foothold that Black Americans have gained in Newark’s politics,

the economic power largely remains in the hands of White corporations and organizations

(Hampson, 2017). Other economic factors, such as increases in the cost of insurance due to

increased property risk, tax increases for increased police and fire protection, and businesses and

job opportunities either closing or moving to different (Whiter) neighborhoods following White

flight also have a significant lasting economic impact on the city (“How the 1960s’ Riots Hurt

African-Americans,” 2004). The people of Newark were also affected psychologically and

emotionally. On one hand, many Black Americans felt empowered - their community had risen

against injustice and was largely successful in catching the nation’s attention despite the lack of

real organization, challenging the system that desperately tried to keep them isolated and creating

a movement that emphasized their power (“Outcomes and Impacts - the North,” 2021). Yet, just

as many Black Americans became hopeless, seeing a country and its law enforcement continue

to disregard their lives and stability, treating them as secondary citizens despite the many legal

changes made under the guise of creating equality (CBS New York, 2020). The riots of 1967

destroyed Newark’s reputation and economic stability, steeping the population in poverty. While

the Black Community used this opportunity to gain political power in the city and to jumpstart

the Black Power movement in New Jersey, many Black Newarkers remain in despair, seeing

their community members injured and killed with no change to the systemic cycle of racism that

perpetuates the city.





Description: This source highlights what actions were used against the Black community of

Newark during the riots, and calls for change to the school systems of Newark and the abolition

of its Municipal Courts, citing that the institutions are inherently segregated and racist. This

source exposes the public opinion of Newark residents in the months following the 1967 riots,

the calls to change they made in light of the protests, and the response to these calls that political

figures in Newark had to the riots and demands.

Bigart, Homer. “Newark Riot Panel Calls Police Action 'Excessive'; Newark Riot Panel

Charges Police Action against Negroes Was 'Excessive'.” The New York Times.

The New York Times, February 11, 1968.



https2://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/02/11/91220255.html?page

Number=1.

Description: This source shows one

of the effects of the Newark riots,

which is the trial of 27 Newark

residents who allegedly committed

crimes during the riots. It identifies

what crimes were committed

during the riots, how many charges

were dropped, and how riots in

other areas, such as Los Angeles,

impacted the way the riots in

Newark were handled. This source

provides key information on the

immediate aftermath of the riots,

and how many lives were impacted

by the events.

Waggoner, Walter H. “Courtrooms

Calm as Trials Start for 27 Indicted

in Newark Riots.”

The New York Times. The New

York Times, September 26, 1967.



https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/09/26/83634623.html?page

Number=41.

Description: This source provides information on how politicians in Newark vocalized their

immediate responses from the riots, as well as how impactful the riots were on Newark and the

public, relying on funding from the Federal Government to mitigate some of those damaging

effects. It also shows the effectiveness of the riots in gaining attention to many of the racial

issues plaguing the Black neighborhoods in Newark, such as more funding for Black

neighborhoods, implementing welfare and poverty programs, and unemployment programs.

Noting the date on this source, it shows the immediate response the public had to the riots, the

national attention it would bring, and how the riots were successful at bringing many of the

issues Newarkers were rioting for/against to the political discussion.

Robinson, Douglas. “Jersey Will Seek U.S. Funds to Rebuild Newark; Riot Victims Would Get

Food, Medicine, Business Loans and Money for Rent.” The New York Times. The New



York Times, July 18, 1967.

https://www.nytimes.com/1967/07/18/archives/jersey-will-seek-us-funds-to-rebuild-newa

rk-riot-victims-would-get.html.

Description: This source

identifies when the

National Guard was called

into Newark and how the

(largely White) public

outside of the Black

communities of Newark

responded to the spread of

the riots. It depicts the

rising injuries caused by the

riots, the over-policing of

the riots, and politicians'

responses to the violence of

the riots. This source

captures the beginning days

of the week-long event, and

acts as one of the first

sources to analyze when

piecing together the events

of the riots.

Carroll, Maurice.

“Newark's Mayor Calls in

Guard as Riots Spread.”

New York Times.



New York Times, July 14, 1967.

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/14/83616047.html?page

Number=1.

The Kerner

Commission is one of

the most important

sources regarding the

Newark riots of 1967,

as it is an official

government

document outlining

the events of the

riots, why the riots

happened, and the

effects the riots had

on Newark through

extensive research

and interviewing. The

1968 National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders Report has unique origins, in which

sitting President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1967 tasked a commission specifically with determining

the causes of the rising number of U.S  race riots that had occured that summer, with the riots in

Detroit and Newark acting as catalysts for the founding of the commission. While Johnson

essentially anticipated a report that would serve to legitimize his Great Society policies, the

Kerner Report would come to be one of the most candid and progressive examinations of how

public policy affected Black Americans’ lives. The Commission was led by Illinois Governor

Otto Kerner, and consisted of ten other men, most of whom were White. The only non-white

members of the Commission were Roy Wilkins, an NAACP head, and Sen. Edward Brooke, a

Republican from Massachusetts. Despite the lack of racial representation on the commission, the

members placed themselves in the segregated and redlined Black communities they were writing

about, interviewing ordinary Black Americans and relaying their struggles with a humanistic

clarity that was largely uncharacteristic of federal politics in the 1960s. This report identified

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/14/83616047.html?pageNumber=1
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/14/83616047.html?pageNumber=1


rampant and blatant racism as the cause of the race riots of 1967, starkly departing from Lyndon

B. Johnson's views on race relations and in the process establishing historical legitimacy as a

well-supported and largely objective source. The Kerner Commission clearly outlines how

segregation, White Flight and police brutality contributed the most to worsening race relations

and rising tensions between Black communities and the White municipal governments who

mandated said communities. (Depicted is the section specifically on Newark, but the entire

document is a useful resource!)

Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. Bantam Books, 1968.

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat03997a&AN=RUL.b115507

2&site=eds-live&scope=site.















Teaching Strategies/Guiding Questions/”Big Ideas”:

How did Newark play a role in the Northern Civil Rights movement?

The Civil Rights movement in the North is largely ignored, yet mapping and understanding how

Newark was involved in the Northern Civil Rights movement is crucial to their understanding of

where racism exists, the forms it took, and that all of America was culpable. Ask students how

the Newark riots compared to the riots they have learned about in the North, such as Detroit.

What remains the same? How do the tactics differ? What are the rioters claiming as the reason

for the riots? Have the students use the primary sources to outline key parts of the Newark riots:

the causes, the events, and the outcomes. Then, have students use these answers when comparing

to other Civil Rights movements they are familiar with/have been taught about in the class.

How did riots in the North compare to riots in the South during the Civil Rights movement?

The Civil Rights movement in the South is largely what students consider to be the entire Civil

Rights movement. Newark is an example of the large impact the North had on the Civil Rights

movement and justice for Black Northerners. How does racism in the North compare to racism

found in the South? Which of these institutions remain, despite “legally” being resolved? Why is

dismantling institutional racism so difficult? Have the students use the primary sources and what

rioters claim were the reasons for the riots to help answer these questions, then, have the students



compare Newark to riots they have learned about in the South, such as Selma. How do these riots

differ? What remains the same? Which riots were more effective, and why do you think so?

Violence vs. Nonviolence

Riots that are discussed in classes during units on the Civil Rights movement are usually ones

that remained nonviolent, yet violence also has a strong place among race riots. What is the

purpose of using violence or nonviolence during a protest? Have the students read through the

primary sources. Given the context you know of these riots, do you think the violence was

justified (both by the rioters and by law enforcement) in Newark? Why or why not? Which type

of riot was more effective, violent or nonviolent? Why do you think so? Would the results of the

Newark riots have changed if they used nonviolence as opposed to violence, and why or why

not?

Lesson Plan Attached in Following File

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_hwU-VeUM4_OsWs3VLMwtXMRna7TAGbrdOsTvkAn

nC0/edit#n

Document-Based Question: Given the primary sources, were the Newark riots effective or

ineffective? In your response, define what an “effective riot” is, and use four of the five sources

to defend how you categorize the Newark riots. Consider what tactics rioters/law enforcement

used, the effects of the riots in Newark and the Civil Rights movement as a whole, and whether

the demands from the rioters were met or change was implemented systemically.
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Southern Civil Rights movement.

Sugrue, Thomas J. Sweet Land of Liberty : The Forgotten Struggle for Civil Rights in the North.

1st ed. Random House, 2008.

This source argues that the North played a larger and more complex role in the Civil Rights

movement than it is often given credit for, as Southern Black Americans traveled to the North

and settled in cities that were seeing increasing numbers of its White tenants fleeing for the

suburbs. This source provides useful background knowledge on the Great Migration and is an

in-depth analysis of White flight, both in the north and beyond.

Theoharis, Jeanne, and Komozi Woodard. Freedom North : Black Freedom Struggles Outside the

South, 1940-1980. 1st ed. Palgrave Macmillan, 2003.

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat03997a&AN=RUL.b132708

6&site=eds-live&scope=site.

In this source, Theoharris and Komozi argue that the general perspective of the Northern Civil

Rights movement as an aggressive subordinate to the Southern Civil Rights Movement are

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat03997a&AN=RUL.b1327086&site=eds-live&scope=site
https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=cat03997a&AN=RUL.b1327086&site=eds-live&scope=site


conceptions that lack historical basis. This source was used to expand on the formation of poor

Black communities and the effects of redlining.

Consulted Sources

Robinson, Douglas. “Jersey Will Seek U.S. Funds to Rebuild Newark; Riot Victims Would

Get Food, Medicine, Business Loans and Money for Rent.” The New York Times.

The New York Times, July 18, 1967.

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/18/90375693.html?page

Number=22.

This source was consulted to piece together a more complete understanding of what happened

during the Newark riots. Furthermore, it sheds light on the aftermath of the riots and the recovery

effort that followed.

Sullivan, Ronald. “Negro Is Killed in Trenton.” New York Times. New York Times, April

10, 1968.

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/04/10/89130687.pdf?pdf_re

direct=true&ip=0.

This source was consulted to provide additional context to the Newark riots by comparing the

events to another instance of racially motivated violence in another city in New Jersey.

Waggoner, Walter H. “Courtrooms Calm as Trials Start for 27 Indicted in Newark Riots.”

The New York Times. The New York Times, September 26, 1967.

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/09/26/83634623.html?page

Number=41.

This article was consulted to detail and elaborate on the aftermath of the Newark riots, as well as

how the city government responded to the violence of the protest and how it would examine the

legal repercussions to riots from other key cities in the United States to frame what legal

measures would be implemented.

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/18/90375693.html?pageNumber=22
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/07/18/90375693.html?pageNumber=22
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/04/10/89130687.pdf?pdf_redirect=true&ip=0
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/04/10/89130687.pdf?pdf_redirect=true&ip=0




Instructions: Make a copy of this document for each source. With a partner, write 1-2 sentences

for each letter!

Name:

Title of Source:

Type of source:

A: Author -

P: Place and time -

P: Prior knowledge -

A: Audience -

R: Reason -

T: The Main Idea -

S: Significance -



Media Project: Newark Riots of 1967 (Grades 10th-11th)

1) Central Focus/ Big Idea.
Provide rationale that shows content knowledge.

The central focus of this lesson is to analyze the causes, events, and effects of the Newark riots, to bring
the Civil Rights movement into the context of state history and the Newark riots into the larger context
of the Northern and Southern Civil Rights movements, and to develop a deeper understanding of the
debate surrounding the use of violence in the Civil Rights movement.

2) Content Standards
NJ Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) align with central
focus and learning objective(s).

6.1.12.CivicsPI.13.a: Craft an argument as to the effectiveness of the New Jersey Constitution of 1947,
New Jersey Supreme Court decisions (i.e., Hedgepeth and Williams v. Trenton Board of Education), and
New Jersey’s laws in eliminating segregation and discrimination.
6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.c: Determine the impetus for the Civil Rights Movement and generate an
evidence-based argument that evaluates the federal actions taken to ensure civil rights for
African Americans.

3) Learning Target(s)/Objectives:
List appropriate, observable, and measurable objective(s)
describing what learners are expected to be able to do at
the end of the lesson.

Given five primary sources, students will be able to answer the DBQ: Given the primary sources, were
the Newark riots effective or ineffective? In your response, define what an “effective riot” is, and use
four of the five sources to defend how you categorize the Newark riots. Consider what tactics rioters/law
enforcement used, the effects of the riots in Newark and the Civil Rights movement as a whole, and
whether the demands from the rioters were met or change was implemented systemically, in 3-5 pages,
citing information from four of the five sources to expand their points and use as evidence for their
argument, with 85% accuracy.

4) Academic Language and Supports -
Teacher and student discourse uses the vocabulary, syntax,
and representations specific to the content area to support
student learning.

For this component, list the different terms, ideas, names, dates, or concepts that are central to this lesson. There
are two major categories:

Information knowledge (IK): content, basic information,
names/dates/places; the “what”
Example: what was the name and birthdate of the first
President of the United States?

Procedural knowledge (PK): higher-order thinking,
critical skills, comparison, analysis, synthesis; the “how”
Example: which president was more effective in
office—Abraham Lincoln or Lyndon Johnson? Why?

Information Knowledge
● When did the Newark riots take place?
● What was the inciting event of the Newark riots? What other context is there for the riots given the

larger Civil Rights movement?
● What are the definitions of “violence” and “nonviolence” in the context of the Civil Rights movement?
● What is institutional/privatized racism?
● What measures of discrimination existed in the South compared to the North?
● How many days did the Newark riots take place?

Procedural Knowledge
● Why did the Newark riots result in violence?
● Why do Northern Civil Rights movement protests and rioting often use violence, while Southern riots use

peaceful protesting?
● Why is the Newark riots important to New Jersey’s history?

https://dspace.sunyconnect.suny.edu/bitstream/handle/1951/65133/Lesson%20Planning%20for%20edTPA.pdf?sequence=21&isAllowed=y%00


● Why do you think it is often overlooked in history classes and when discussing the Civil Rights
movement?

● What racism and discrimination that Newark rioters were protesting against still exist today?
● Is it harder to dismantle institutionalized racism compared to other types of racism? Why/why not?

5) Materials
List appropriate resources used to engage learners.

Laptops
Copies of the Primary Sources (available online and in print for students who prefer hard
copies/have accommodations)
Canvas

6) Technology
Describe how technology was considered for promoting
learner engagement.

The technology for this lesson includes laptops for the students to write their essays with and the digital
copies of the resources they must use to defend their argument. Having the students use laptops
promotes their skills using Google Docs which is a practical skill that can be transferred to their daily
lives and in other subjects outside of Social Studies. Using laptops also promotes their engagement by
making the essay easier to read, so that when they peer review anonymously, handwriting does not give
away which student wrote each essay and allows each student to read each other’s works without the
difficulty of illegible handwriting, as well as allow practice with the commenting function in Google
Docs.

7) Prior Knowledge
Identify the knowledge, skills, and/or academic language
necessary to prepare learners for this lesson.

Prior knowledge for this lesson includes previous discussions in Social Studies classes about the Civil
Rights movement, information on how Black Americans were discriminated against since their arrival in
the United States/the New World, and what discrimination still exists today. Students must have prior
knowledge and skills of assessing primary sources, including APPARTS, and have practice in writing
and supporting arguments in an essay-style format.

8) Content Description
Indicate relevance of content concepts through pedagogy
appropriate for content as well as student development
and engagement

See above: Central Focus and Objectives.

10) Lesson Beginning
How will the lesson start and engage learners?

Day 1:
1. Teacher will begin the class with a brief discussion on what students think of when they hear

the term “Civil Rights movement”. Teacher will use scaffold questioning to encourage critical
thinking and introduce the Newark riots, including questions such as “Did the Civil Rights
movement exist in New Jersey? Did it exist in the same way? Where/What were some protests
that took place? Can you name some Civil Rights protests that happened in the Northern United
States? Why do you think of other riots and protests (i.e. Selma) instead of those in Newark or
Detroit?” etc., preparing students to discuss the Civil Rights movement in the context of New
Jersey’s state history.



11) Lesson Body
Instructional strategies outlined to facilitate student
learning

2. Teacher will instruct students to open their Canvas page and go to the current module.
3. Teacher will explain to students the five sources they will be reading, giving context on the

Newark riots and connecting the riots to what students have already learned about the Civil
Rights movement.

4. Teacher will have students discuss in pairs the different sources, completing the APPARTS
document in the module for each source to aid in their analysis of the sources.

5. The end of Day 1: Students will recollect for a discussion with the teacher about what they
found in the sources, what potential arguments they could make, and what sources could be
used to support those arguments.

6. Teacher will share with students the DBQ prompt sheet, and go through the instructions with
the class. Teacher will tell students that the DBQ will not be assigned till the next class period,
in which they will spend the entirety of the class period writing their essays.

7. Teacher will allow the students the rest of their class period to outline their DBQs
Day 2:

1. Teacher will remind students about the instructions of the DBQ essay, what the students are to
do, to completely answer each part of the question, and to use four of the five sources to
support their arguments.

2. Teacher will allow students the rest of the class time to write their DBQs, assisting students
when needed.

12) Lesson End/Closure
How will the lesson end to promote student learning and
application?

Day 3:
1. Teacher will make copies of each students’ essays and distribute them anonymously through

Canvas,
2. Teacher will instruct students to read two of the essays and leave comments on Google Docs,

including what each author did well and what could use improvement. (This allows students to
gain peer-editing skills, as well as skills navigating Google Docs).

3. For the final 15 minutes of class, students will be allowed to look at comments on their essays
and revise what they have written, taking into consideration each comment.

4. Teacher will provide the feedback from each essay to the student who wrote the essay, and will
then grade the DBQs using the attached rubric.

5. Teacher will post a discussion board on Canvas that allows students to ask any questions they
may still have on the topic, and the teacher will respond to each post.

13) Assessment
How will you know objective(s) were met? How will you
analyze data? How will you provide information?

Students will be assessed by their completed DBQ essays. Students will be assessed on whether they
responded to each part of the DBQ questions, the clearness of their argument and whether it can be
proved using the sources. They will also be assessed on whether they used four of the five primary
sources as evidence in their paper, and whether that evidence backs their claims.



15) References
Cite resources used to research and support the
instructional planning.

Sources used to develop and provide context to this lesson are located in the “Annotated Bibliography”
in the previous file.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KHfEqmpYdBJ834wN33NZG_NpFzao-EtxNsVxgxCV3H0/edit?
usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pKiMEv85IImFBXMj53BD-uVp0YXvBR4ZxqfVbsXJQB8/edit?
usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KHfEqmpYdBJ834wN33NZG_NpFzao-EtxNsVxgxCV3H0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KHfEqmpYdBJ834wN33NZG_NpFzao-EtxNsVxgxCV3H0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pKiMEv85IImFBXMj53BD-uVp0YXvBR4ZxqfVbsXJQB8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pKiMEv85IImFBXMj53BD-uVp0YXvBR4ZxqfVbsXJQB8/edit?usp=sharing


Instructions: You will spend a full class period independently answering the following DBQ in
paragraph essay format. Use four of the five primary sources to support your argument (Cite the
sources as they are numbered on Canvas). Make sure to include an introduction and conclusion,
and to analyze why the evidence from the sources you chose support your claims! When you are
finished, submit your essay via Google Docs on Canvas in the following format: “Last name,
First Name: DBQ”.

DBQ: Given the primary sources, were the Newark riots effective or ineffective? In your
response, define what an “effective riot” is, and use four of the five sources to defend how you
categorize the Newark riots. Consider what tactics rioters/law enforcement used, the effects of
the riots in Newark and the Civil Rights movement as a whole, and whether the demands from
the rioters were met or change was implemented systemically.

Rubric:
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